
Systems of Equations.Paul Johnson <pauljohn�ku.edu>Nov 21, 20061 Terminologyexogenous determined �outside� the system under onsideration, as we usually onsider most �indepen-dent variables�endogenous determined �within� the system, as in �dependent variable�predetermined in a time series model, a lagged endogenous variable is treated as if it were exogenous2 Consider two regressions
Y 1i = b0 + b1X1i + e1i

Y 2i = c0 + c1X1i + e2i (1)You an run OLS on those equations, eitherseparatelyorafter �staking� them into one data frame and then using �dummy� variables to estimate band c (andpossibly adjusting for heteroskedastiity). Let D represent the dihotomous variable, with 1 representingthe fat that the observation onerns Y 2i(and 0 otherwise). The ombined regression would be like this:
Y 11 = b0 + b1X11 + e11

Y 12 = b0 + b1X12 + e1i (2)... ...
Y 1N = b0 + b1X1N + e1N

Y 21 = b0 + g0 ∗Di + b1X1i + g1(X11 ∗D) + e21... ...
Y 2N = b0 + go ∗Di + b1X1i + g1(X1N ∗D) + e2NHere, g0 and g1 are �interept shifter� and �slope shifter�, respetively. The estimate of the oe�ient

c1is found by adding b1and g1. One an easily employ tests for heteroskedastiity to �nd out if the errorterm has the same variane in the two dependent variables.3 Seemingly unrelated regressionsReall the problem of autoorrelation? That refers to orrelation in the error terms between units. If thereis autoorrelation, the parameter estimates are biased and the standard errors are wrong. Autoorrelationhas usually been thought of as a time series problem, sine exogenous shoks persist over time.However, if there are shoks that ause a orrelation between e1 and e2 , then there are orrelatederrors. This phenomenon is known as �Seemingly unrelated regression� (or SUR) and it was brought to theforefront by U. of Chiago professor Edward Zellner. 1



4 Endogenous preditors4.1 Casade or �bloked� equations
Y 1i = b0 + b1X1i + e1i

Y 2i = c0 + c1Y 1i + c2X1i + e2i (3)
X1 goes into Y 1, and then Y 1goes into Y 2.As long as e1 and e2 are unorrelated, then OLS an be used to estimate this.4.2 Simultaneous equations: OLS is not suitable

Y 1i = b0 + b1Y 2i + b2X1i + e1i

Y 2i = c0 + c1Y 1 + c2X1i + e2i (4)This one strains the brain. Y 1 is a�eted by Y 2 and e1 simultaneously and Y 2 is a�eted by Y 1 and
e2 at the same time.4.2.1 Correlation between preditor and errorReall the fundamental assumption in regression that the error term is not orrelated with the indepen-dent variables. This is violated in equation system 4 beause the endogenous preditors are related to theerror terms.Consider this:

Y 2i has to be orrelated with e1i.Beause e1 is diretly �going into� Y 1, and Y 1 �goes into� Y 2, and Y 2 �goes bak into� Y 1, then somepart of e1 has to be hidden inside Y 2.4.2.2 Consider the linkage between the error termsThink of Y 1 and Y 2 as observed �known values.� The theoretial �exogenous shoks� e1 and e2 are alge-braially onstrained by the values of Y 1 and Y 2 that are observed. Consider the oe�ients b and c as�known� (or onjetured) values. Given values for the observed values Y 1i and Y 2i and X1, then e1i and
e2i are mathematially restrited beause they have to be added in to produe the orret observed val-ues of Y 1i and Y 2i. If e1i is inreased by a ertain amount, then it is algebraially neessary that e2i beadjusted so that the observed values stay at Y 1i and Y 2i.If you aept this argument that e1 and e2 onstrained by eah other, then you should easily see thatthere will be orrelation between the endogenous preditors and the error terms.5 Two Stage Least SquaresThis is the simplest ��x� for simultaneous equations. It is a �single equation� or �limited information� ap-proah. As you will see, we reate separate estimates of the equations for Y 1 and Y 2.Stage 1: alulate a �orrelation purged� estimate for eah endogenous preditor. Use any exogenousvariables Z1, Z2 (and so forth) on the right hand side

˘Y 1i = π̂0 + π̂1Z1i + π̂2Z2iConfusion: In the literature, the term �instrumental variable� is used for both Zi and for Y̆i.Stage 2: use the new estimate Y̆ 1 in plae of Y 1 in the regression
Y 2i = c0 + c1Y̆ 1i + c2X1i + e1iThe estimates obtained in this seond stage are 2



• onsistent
• e�ientbut not unbiased.In stage 1, it is ustomary to use ALL EXOGENOUS preditors to predit ALL ENDOGENOUSvariables.redued form equations refers to the system equations in whih the endogenous variables are arrangedon the left hand side and the exogenous preditors are on the right hand side:

Y 1i = π10 + π11X1i + π12X2i + ζ1i

Y 2i = π20 + π21X1i + π22X2i + ζ1i6 The identi�ation problemIf two stage squares worked all the time, our work would be done. But it doesn't. And, somewhat to mysurprise, the problem all traes bak to multiollinearity.6.1 Perfet ollinearity in stage 2Reall the multiollinearity problem. One annot obtain reliable, separate estimates of oe�ients for sev-eral parameters beause the variables are redundant (interorrelated). The redundany of data makes esti-mation unreliable or impossible.Consider equation system 4. Suppose we have only one exogenous variable, X1 and we use it to alu-late the stage 1 estimate.
˘Y 1i = π̂0 + π̂1X1i (5)And then that is inserted into the system in stage 2

Y 2i = c0 + c1(π̂0 + π̂1X1i) + c2X1i + e2i (6)Don't be a bonehead! Can't you see that's the de�nition of multiollinearity? The variable X1 an beused in a linear ombination to reprodue the part in parentheses.Ouh! There's perfet multiollinearity here! Essentially, X1iis inluded twie. The oe�ients c1and
c2are not separately identi�ed.6.2 How do you �x that? You need more exogenous variables.Imagine you have some more exogenous variables sitting around. Suppose, for example, you have X1and
X2 in the �rst stage:

˘Y 1i = π̂0 + π̂1X1i + π̂2X2i (7)
Y 2i = c0 + c1(π̂0 + π̂1X1i + π̂2X2i) + c2X1i + e2i (8)Note, now the multiollinearity still exists, but it is not perfet multiollinearity. So the model an beestimated.The �trik� is to �nd some new exogenous variable X2 that is NOT INCLUDED in the equation for

Y 2. This works beause there is an exogenous variable that is used to reate the new preditor Y̆ 1andthat exogenous variable is not inluded in the model for Y 2.3



Y 1i = b0 + b1Y 2i + b2X1i + b3X2i + e1i

Y 2i = c0 + c1Y 1 + c2X1i + e2i (9)6.3 Order onditionThis is the most ommon way that people use to hek to see if an equation within a system an be esti-mated by 2SLS. Basially, it says one must omit at least as many exogenous variables from an equation asthere are inluded endogenous variables.In a 2 equation system, identi�ation requires that at least one X must be exluded from eah equa-tion.Please note, the order ondition is neessary, but not su�ient for identi�ation. So, it is mathemat-ially wrong to assume the order ondition provides all of the needed information. But people usually do,beause the disjunture between su�ieny and neessity is not large in most ases.6.4 Rank onditionThis is a matrix algebra hek that an be applied to a system to �nd out if its parameters are identi�ed.It gives an answer whih is both neessary and su�ient.7 2SLS with generalized linear modelsIn the mid 1980s, the logisti regression model had beome well established. What if a logisti regressionmodel is inluded in one of these systems?This has been a ��y by the seat of the pants� problem. One must speify a theoretial model that islogially meaningful. And it is not always easy. For example, suppose Y 1 is dihotomous, oded 0 and 1.If Y 1 is inluded in the equation for Y 2, do we mean that the input variable is really 0 or 1, or is it theprobability of 1, representing the prolivity?8 Full Information Maximum Likelihood versus Limited Informa-tion models2SLS is a �limited information� approah beause the estimation of the equations is done separately.A �full information� approah is one that tries to estimate the parameters for all equations jointly.Three Stage Least Squares is the most ommonly used full information approah. The proess beginswith 2SLS, and then uses the 2SLS estimates to estimate the inter-orrelation of the error terms from thedi�erent equations. Then a sort of weighted least squares approah is used in the third stage.The danger of full information approahes is that a mistake in spei�ation of one equation will a�etthe estimates from all equations.9 Strutural Equation ModelsThe eonometri approah to these problems is to at as though the input variables are measured orretlyand then are used to predit the output variables.Psyhologists, on the other hand, often suppose that they an't measure the real inputs. Rather, theyhave multiple indiators. So the goal is to somehow, simultaneously, use the multiple indiators to getan idea about a subjet's position on an �underlying� or �latent� variable, and then �nd out if that soreon the latent variable is a�eting some other variables. The model known as LISREL was pioneered byJoreskog to dramatially expand the kinds of strutures that are investigated in systems modeling.Strutural Equation Modeling is a system in whih systems are posited and estimated.4



Identi�ation is a major problem in SEM work, and some software programs will provide parameterestimates for tehnially non-estimable problems.Bayesian models using Gibbs Sampling o�ers an alternative estimation tehnique for these models.
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